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COVER—Today's data-intensive production systems—called flexible manufacturing systems—had their origin in the uniformity system, America's earliest means of mass-producing war materiel. The authors urge Army leaders to recapture this Nation's productivity lead by making the most of flexible manufacturing.
Coming in Future Issues—

- Receiving M60A3's
- Petroleum Support for Reforger
- Capstone-Aligned Units in Reforger
- Managing Depot-Level Explosive Operations
- Army Supercargoos
- Repairing M1 Transmissions
- Smoke in Rear Operations
- Deploying the 'Big Red One'
- Modernization at Jefferson Proving Ground
- Updating Food Service Doctrine
- Sixteen Principles of Logistics
- Using Sample Data Wisely
- Supporting Floating Depots
- Support Group Plans for Reforger
- Standard Army Depot-Level Support
- Managing Secondary Items for Weapon Systems
- Deploying the Forward Support Medical Company